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ABSTRACT | With the current proliferation of high bandwidth

and delay-sensitive multimedia applications and services, each

wireless user will try to maximize its utility by acquiring as

much spectrum resources as possible unless a preemptive

mechanism exists in the network. Thus, emerging solutions for

dynamic spectrum access in cognitive radio networks will need

to adopt market-based approaches in order to effectively

regulate the available resources. In this paper, we show how

various centralized and decentralized spectrum access markets

can be designed based on a stochastic game framework, where

wireless users (also referred to as secondary users) can

compete over time for the dynamically available transmission

opportunities (spectrum Bholes[). When operating in such

spectrum access Bmarkets,[ wireless users become selfish,

autonomous agents that strategically interact in order to

acquire the necessary spectrum opportunities. We also show

how wireless users can successfully compete with each other

for the limited and time-varying spectrum opportunities, given

the experienced dynamics in the wireless network, by optimiz-

ing both their external actions (e.g., the resource bids, power

and channel used for transmission, etc.) and their internal

actions (e.g., the modulation schemes, etc.). To determine their

optimal actions in an informationally decentralized setting,

users will need to learn and model directly or indirectly the

other users’ responses to their external actions. We studied the

outcome of various dynamic interactions among self-interested

wireless users possessing different knowledge and determine

that the proposed framework can lead to multiuser communi-

cation systems that achieve new measures of efficiency,

rationality and fairness. Lastly, our illustrative results show

that the presented game-theoretic solution for wireless

resource management enables users deploying enhanced

(Bsmarter[) learning and communication algorithms and being

able to make efficient use of the spectrum resources can derive

higher utilities. This presents the designers of wireless devices

and systems with important incentives to endow their next-

generation products and services with enhanced capabilities to

gather information, learn, and strategically compete for

resources in the emerging spectrum resource markets made

possible by the cognitive radio network technologies.
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knowledge-driven wireless networking; multiuser wireless
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I . INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation
Due to their flexible and low-cost infrastructure,

wireless networks are poised to enable a variety of delay-
sensitive multimedia transmission applications, such as

videoconferencing, emergency services, surveillance, tele-

medicine, remote teaching and training, augmented

reality, and distributed gaming. However, existing wireless

networks provide limited, time-varying resources with only

limited support for the quality of service (QoS) required by

the delay-sensitive, bandwidth-intense, and loss-tolerant
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multimedia applications. The scarcity and variability of

resources does not significantly impact delay-insensitive

applications (e.g., file transfers) but has considerable

consequences for multimedia applications and often leads

to an unsatisfactory user experience.

To cope with these challenges, the research focus has

been in recent years to adapt the resource allocation

methods (e.g., integrated and differentiated services) and
real-time transmission (e.g., TCP) strategies and concepts

designed for the wired (Internet, ATM) communications

to the time-varying and bandwidth-constrained wireless

networks. However, such solutions (e.g., QoS-enabled

802.11e solutions) do not provide fair or efficient support

for delay-sensitive applications such as multimedia

streaming in crowded or dynamic wireless networks [12]

because they ignore the coupling between the various
users concurrently transmitting traffic over the same

infrastructure as well as the wireless system dynamics,

including the time-varying source and channel character-

istics, the mobility of the wireless sources, the unpredict-

ability of wireless users or interference sources coming or

leaving the network, etc. Hence, existing solutions do not

provide adequate support for multimedia applications in

crowded wireless networks when the interference is high
or when the stations are mobile.

To fulfill the necessary QoS requirements under such

conditions, wireless stations need to harvest additional

resources as well as optimally adapt their transmission

strategies to the available resources. A key technology

enabling users to harvest additional resources is the

emerging cognitive radio networks. One vision for such

networks assumes that certain portions of the spectrum
will be opened up for secondary users1 (SUs), such as

wireless multimedia applications, to autonomously and

opportunistically share the spectrum becoming available

once primary users (PUs) are not active [1]–[3]. Im-

portantly, in cognitive radio networks, heterogeneous

wireless users (with different utility-rate functions, delay

tolerances, traffic characteristics, knowledge, and adapta-

tion abilities) will need to coexist and interact within the

same band [5]. However, despite the increased amount of
available spectrum resources, to enable the proliferation of

multimedia applications over cognitive radio networks,

solutions for dynamic spectrum access will need to address

the different challenges outlined subsequently.

B. Challenges for Dynamic Spectrum Access in
Cognitive Radio Networks

Next-generation networking solutions for spectrum
access will need to address, besides other issues related to

the coexistence between the PUs and SUs, the following

four challenges associated with designing efficient re-

source management solutions for dynamic and autono-

mous applications over wireless environments (see Fig. 1).

• A first challenge arises due to the dynamic, time-
varying nature of applications and source and channel
characteristics. As the source characteristics are
changing, the delays that are tolerable at the

application layer and the derived utility (e.g.,

quality or fidelity) can vary significantly. This

influences the performance of the different trans-

mission strategies at the various layers and,

ultimately, the choice of the optimal strategy

adopted by the transmitter. Hence, the utility that

a user derives from using a certain resource
dynamically varies over time, depending on both

the Benvironment[ (e.g., application, source and

channel characteristics), which is not in the

control of the user, and the user’s response to

1The secondary users/applications are envisioned in this paper to be a
single transmitter–receiver pair.

Fig. 1. Coupling and information flow between wireless users.
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this environment, which is the selected cross-layer
transmission strategy [at the application, transport,

network, media access control (MAC), or physical

layers] [7].

• A second challenge associated with multiuser

transmission and resource management is that the

wireless users’ actions and their performances are
coupled [2], [34], since the transmission strategy

of a user impacts and is impacted by the
competing users (see Fig. 1). Hence, a user’s

actions will have a direct impact not only on its

own utility but also on the performance of the

other wireless users sharing the spectrum. Thus,

the interaction among users can be viewed as a

game played by the various users for the same

spectrum resource. The use of games for dynamic

spectrum access in cognitive radio networks was
discussed in several early publications, including

[2], [25], and [34].

• A third challenge comes from the informationally
decentralized and heterogeneous nature of the
multiuser interaction in the wireless resource market
(see Fig. 1). Microeconomics today mainly studies

the design of game or system rules to achieve a

specific outcome (e.g., mechanism design, etc.),
tries to explain the behavior of supply, demand,

and prices of existing markets (e.g., general

equilibrium theory), or to characterize the equi-

librium outcomes of given games (e.g., game

theory). It most often neglects how users acquire

information; how they interact and successfully

compete with each other in repeated or stochastic

games based on their local asymmetric informa-
tion; how they learn over time based on this

information; and how they cope with time-varying

utilities and environments. Also, it rarely discusses

how informationally decentralized games can be

constructed and equilibriums be selected such that

the users can play a specific, hopefully efficient

equilibrium, based solely on their local informa-

tion. It does not discuss how multiuser interactions
can be shaped by network policers making private

observations about the users’ interactions and

deploying only minimal interventions to induce

users to adopt desired behaviors [39]. Hence, new

theories and solutions need to be developed to

address these challenges, which often arise in

spectrum access markets.

• Lastly, by imposing rigid rules for wireless
spectrum access among users, most existing

wireless resource management solutions disregard

two important properties of the autonomous
wireless users: their heterogeneous knowledge

(and thus ability to learn and optimize their

transmission strategies by anticipating the cou-

pling with the other users and the impact of their

actions on both their immediate and their long-
term utilities) and their self-interest in maximizing

their own utilities. Such rigid regulation may often

result in inefficient resource allocations or even the
manipulation of spectrum access rules [23], [39].

Particularly, in a congested network, if some users

inefficiently utilize the spectrum because they

deploy old technologies or they inefficiently

optimize their cross-layer strategies, the perfor-
mance of the entire wireless network may signif-

icantly degrade [7], [20]. Existing spectrum access

rules do not prevent wireless users from ineffi-

ciently using resources or even exaggerating their

resource requirements at the expense of compet-

ing users [20]. This is especially important when

multimedia applications are deployed, since these

require a high bandwidth. Also, they do not
provide incentives to the users to minimize their

resource usage in order to limit their impact on

the utilities and costs of other users. Hence, the

lack of incentives in current wireless networks for

users to declare their information truthfully, to

use resources efficiently, or to adhere to fairness

or courtesy rules will ultimately lead to a tragedy

of commons, since there is no incentive, other
than the ultimate survival of the system, for users

to limit their use [14]. To avoid this, deterrents

for spectrum misuse are required, such as

charging for spectrum utilization or deploying

spectrum policers that can intervene only when

users do not adhere to existing spectrum access

policies [39].

C. Proposed Knowledge-Driven Multiuser
Networking Paradigm

A new networking paradigm is needed to address the

above-mentioned challenges for managing, characterizing,

and optimizing multiuser communication systems, such

that delay-sensitive multimedia applications and services

will be able to proliferate over next-generation cognitive
radio networks [2].2 To enable spectrum access to be

efficiently and fairly divided among heterogeneous and

self-interested users, we propose in this paper a mathe-

matical framework that enables us to design, analyze, and

optimize dynamic multiuser environments and applica-

tions as Bmarkets.[
To create a market-based resource management solu-

tion, we introduce in this paper a new way of architecting
multiuser communications systems, where the spectrum

access is governed by market-driven spectrum access rules

[2], [9] and where SUs can compete with each other based

on their available transmission strategies as well as their

2http://www.infoworld.com/article/06/04/06/77219_HNspectrum-
frenzy_1.html.
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heterogeneous knowledge about the environment and

other SUs. Specifically, wireless users can engage in

noncollaborative (e.g., mechanism design [13], [20]) or

even cooperative3 (e.g., bargaining or coalition theory [26])
interactions with other users (see Fig. 2). In this case, when

cooperation between users emerges, it is based on their

self-interest and is self-enforcing rather than in current

networks, where cooperation is mandated by a rigid, a

priori established protocol.

We model the dynamic, repeated interactions among

the heterogeneous devices as stochastic or repeated games

played over time based on the dynamic changes in the
network environment and the delay-critical characteristics

of the applications. To enable the devices to successfully

participate in the resource competition and maximize

their performances as well as the overall network

performance, we need to carefully Bdesign[ the devices’

utilities and allow them to strategically compete for

resources. This is unlike current communication solutions,

which requires them to follow prescribed and rigid
behaviors and adaptation rules. In our proposed paradigm,

the devices become cognitive entities, which can harvest

knowledge about each other as well as the environment by

proactively learning based on their locally available

information in order to strategically maximize their

utilities (see Fig. 3). Note that the heterogeneous devices

may have different utilities and cost–performance trade-

offs, and that the information acquired by different

devices may be asymmetric and may be inferred by the

devices, based on their repeated interactions with envi-
ronment or other devices, or directly exchanged as part of

collaborative interactions. In the considered paradigm, the

emerging collaborative interactions among devices are

self-enforcing rather than being mandated by fixed,

predetermined protocol rules, as in current network

designs. Also, the cognitive devices will need to deploy

online multiagent learning solutions in order to be able to

make accurate forecasts about the impact of their actions
on the dynamic environment and other devices’ behaviors

and, based on this knowledge, determine how to interact

with the other users. Lastly, in the envisioned network

architecture, the cross-layer transmission solutions de-

ployed by the users become the strategies with which

network users can interact, influence each other, compete,

and/or cooperate (see, e.g., [20] and [23]).

We refer to the paradigm proposed in this paper as
knowledge-driven networking since the various network

entities (spectrum moderators, access points, or wireless

users) will need to make their decisions about spectrum

division, spectrum negotiation, or cross-layer optimization

based on their knowledge about the environment and

other network entities (PUs and SUs). Since the decisions

that need to be taken are based on the users’ incomplete and
asymmetric information about the environment and other
users (see Fig. 3), the knowledge that a network entity

possesses will influence its efficiency and performance. By

gathering information (private observations or explicit

information exchanges with other SUs) and subsequently

3Cooperative game theory is a parallel branch to the more widely
known topic of noncooperative game theory. The term Bcooperative[ does
not mean that users have interests that are aligned; rather, cooperative
game theory concepts are relevant in situations where a scarce resource is
to be divided fairly among competing users. Concepts such as bargaining
solutions embody specific notions of fairness and take into account the
strategic interests of competing users [26].

Fig. 2. Evolution of spectrum access rules to create a dynamic wireless resource market.

Fig. 3. Knowledge-driven wireless networking.
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learning and reasoning based on this information, network
entities can develop beliefs4 about the current state of the

communication system and its evolution over time, based

on which they can proactively select the optimal policies

for interacting with other entities such that they maximize

their utilities. For example, a foresighted user can learn

the other entities’ responses to its actions, thereby being

able to forecast the impact of its actions on the wireless

system and, ultimately, to optimize its resulting utility over
time rather than just myopically optimize its immediate

performance.

Summarizing, in this paper, we show how users can

compete for resources in various wireless markets and

briefly introduce the necessary principles and methods for:

• designing different dynamic spectrum access rules

for a variety of communication scenarios;

• enabling the wireless users to learn the system
dynamics based on observations and/or explicit

information exchanges and improve their strate-

gies for playing the spectrum access game;

• evaluating the Bvalue[ of learning and Bvalue of

information[ for a user in terms of its utility

impact;

• coupling the internal and external actions5 of the

wireless users to allow them to achieve an optimal
response to the dynamically changing wireless

resource market.

D. Paper Layout
This paper is organized as follows. First, we discuss in

Section II several important issues that need to be

considered when defining the spectrum access game

among the wireless users. In Section III, we define a
general framework for constructing the wireless resource

game. Section IV presents learning solutions that can be

deployed by the users to improve their performance when

playing the spectrum access game. This section also

presents several illustrative examples for the presented

framework. However, note that these results are only

illustrative and a significant body of work will need to take

place before comprehensive solutions can be implemented
based on the presented knowledge-driven networking

framework. Section V concludes this paper by highlighting

the impact of developing such a knowledge-driven

networking framework.

II . ISSUES TO CONSIDER FOR THE
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF
SPECTRUM ACCESS GAMES

In this section, we summarize several key issues that need

to be considered when designing and constructing any

spectrum access Bmarket[ for cognitive radio networks.

A. Resource Types
In [36], the resources in a certain market were classified

according to different criteriaVcontinuous versus discrete,

divisible or not, sharable or not, static or not. These

classification criteria are also useful and should be

considered by both wireless users and spectrum regulators

when accessing or determining the spectrum division rules

and policies for cognitive radio networks. For instance, the

resources can be discrete [e.g., in frequency-division
multiple access (FDMA), where a single channel is

allocated to each user, or even in the case of time-division

multiple access (TDMA), when users are allocated a certain

percentage of a service time interval to access the channel]

or they can be continuous (e.g., the adjustment of power

levels). The resources can be defined as sharable or not,

depending on the wireless protocol used. For instance, in

FDMA, only one user can share a frequency band, and in
TDMA, multiple users can timeshare the same channel

access. The resources are static or dynamically varying over

time, e.g., depending on the PU access.

B. Stochastic Versus Repeated Games
Stochastic games [16] are dynamic, competitive games

with probabilistic transitions played by several SUs. The

game is played in a sequence of stages. At the beginning of
each stage, the game is in a certain state. The SUs select

their actions, and each SU receives a reward that depends

on both its current state and its selected external and

internal actions. The game then moves to a new state with

a certain probability, which depends on the previous state

and the actions chosen by the SUs. This procedure is

repeated at the new state, and the interaction continues for

a finite or infinite number of stages. The stochastic games
are generalizations of repeated games, which correspond

to the special case where there is only one state.

C. One Shot Versus Multistage Games
The games taking place in the wireless networks can be

categorized as one-shot or multistage games, depending on

whether the allocation is performed once or repeatedly.

For instance, in 802.11e, the resource allocation is usually
performed by the wireless access point only once, when a

SU joins the network [12]. The advantages of such one-shot

allocations are that the complexity associated with

implementing any resource allocation is kept limited.

However, the disadvantage is that this solution does not

consider the time-varying source and channel character-

istics of the SUs, and the static allocation may become

inefficient over time [12], [20]. In this case, repeated or
stochastic games can be defined, where the users

repeatedly compete for the available resources at each

stage of the wireless resource allocation game.

D. Centralized Versus Decentralized
In the centralized setting, a central spectrum moder-

ator (CSM) such as an access point or a base station is

4The beliefs of a user are formally defined in Section IV-B.
5The internal and external actions and the coupling between them

will be discussed in detail in Section III.
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responsible for determining and enforcing the allocation
among the competing users. In the decentralized setting,

the SUs interact with each other directly, through the

actions they perform [27], [28], and there may be no

moderator involved in the negotiation. Note that in current

ISM bands, the wireless users are using the same spectrum

access protocols, and thus distributed solutions can be

easily designed and enforced. However, in cognitive radio

networks, the SUs will be heterogeneous in terms of
protocols, utility-cost functions, etc., and this heterogene-

ity and information decentralization needs to be explicitly

considered when designing distributed solutions/protocols.

E. Budget-Balanced Resource Allocation Solutions
Wireless resource allocation solutions can be budget

balanced (i.e., all the taxes that SUs pay to the wireless

network are reallocated back to other SUs) or not. For
instance, many well-known mechanism implementations,

such as the Vickrey–Clarke–Groves (VCG) mechanism [20],

charge users for using resources in order to provide them

incentives to truthfully declare their resource needs. The

transfer (money, tokens, etc.) in the VCG mechanism is only

delivered from the SUs to the moderator (i.e., the transfers

are not allocated back to other users). Hence, the moderator

can either discard these transfers (if they are simply used as a
money-proxy) or can use these transfers to maintain or

upgrade its service, purchase additional spectrum, etc.

However, if there is either no moderator in the system or the

participating SUs want to prevent the moderator from

behaving as a profit maker [e.g., in some wireless local-area

network (LAN) usage scenarios], which may potentially

result in the moderator trying to alter the users’ allocations

in order to maximize its revenue, the SU may deploy a
budget-balanced mechanism [13]. Moreover, it should be

noted that the wireless resource markets can also be

designed and regulated without transfers (see, e.g., [39]).

F. Social Decisions (Fairness Rules)
Various fairness rules can be imposed by the CSM or

can be negotiated in a decentralized manner by the wireless

users, e.g., using bargaining solutions. Some examples
investigated in current wireless networks are weighted-

sum maximizations of rates or utilities among the

participating users, envy-free fairness solutions, or egali-

tarian solutions. For a comprehensive discussion of these

fairness rules, the interested reader is referred to [36].

Performing the resource allocation in the utility domain

rather than the resource domain is vital for multimedia

users and can result in significant performance gain over
application-agnostic resource allocation solutions [24].

G. Desired Equilibrium Concepts That Correspond to
the Informational Constraints of the Users

When playing or designing wireless resource games,

SUs or moderators will need to proactively negotiate or

select their desired equilibrium point. This is in contrast

to most game-theoretic literature [21], which is developing
descriptive models (in, e.g., social or biological systems) to

show that certain equilibrium exist. In wireless communi-

cation games, constructive models are required, where the

equilibrium can be designed or influenced by the

participating SUs based on their available information

and utilities (e.g., [23] and [39]). It is well known that the

Nash equilibrium, which is based only on the local

information available to each user, is often inefficient in
multiuser communication games. Hence, new equilibrium

concepts need to be adopted to characterize the interaction

of users having different information availability and

knowledge about the environment and other users. These

may include correlated equilibriums [33], dominant

strategy equilibriums [20], Stackelberg equilibriums [23],

[39], conjectural equilibriums [42], etc. For instance, in

[23], to characterize the multiuser interaction in the
distributed power-control game where a foresighted SU can

anticipate the responses of its opponent SUs to its actions,

the Stackelberg equilibrium is introduced, which is shown

to outperform the well-known Nash equilibrium.

H. Implementation Complexity
An important issue associated with the implementation

and adoption of wireless resource markets is the resulting
complexity for both the CSM, which needs to implement

the different resource allocations, and the SUs, which may

adopt strategic learning algorithms to be able to compete

against other SUs. Hence, new metrics such as the value of

learning or the value of information exchanges (which will

be discussed in Section IV) need to be deployed to tradeoff

the actual benefit that the network entities can derive by

increasing their knowledge against the expense of a higher
complexity cost.

III . DYNAMIC MULTIUSER SPECTRUM
ACCESS GAMES

While the knowledge-driven framework presented in this

paper can be implemented in numerous network settings,

we will illustrate in this paper only several specific wireless

transmission scenarios. Our main focus in this paper will

be on designing solutions for emerging cognitive radio

networks in which wireless stations6 (WSTAs) are able to

utilize multiple frequency bands, thereby allowing WSTAs

to dynamically harvest additional resources. However, the
proposed solutions will also be beneficial when deployed

in existing ISM radio bands, dedicated bands, or first-

generation versions of cognitive radio networks, which

may only rely in their implementations on multiple ISM

bands. Thus, the focus of this paper will be on designing

new dynamic spectrum access and strategic transmission

solutions, and not on detecting primary users and

identifying spectrum opportunities for WSTAs. For this

6In this paper, the SUs are also termed WSTAs, and these two
denominations are used interchangeably.
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topic, we refer the interested reader to [4] as well as to
several papers in this Special Issue, which are addressing

these important issues. In this paper, we assume that the

spectrum opportunities can be known by simply accessing

a dynamically created spectrum opportunity map [10].

As mentioned in the Introduction, we focus on

developing wireless resource markets for secondary net-

works (SNs). In an SN, the secondary users can opportu-

nistically utilize the network resources that are vacated by
the PUs. For illustration purposes, we assume that the SN

consists of M SUs, which are indexed by i 2 f1; . . . ;Mg.
The SUs compete for the dynamically available transmis-

sion opportunities based on their own Bprivate[ informa-

tion, knowledge about other WSTAs, and available

resources (and/or PUs’ behaviors). In each time slot �T,

the WSTAs compete with each other for spectrum access

and, given the allocated transmission opportunities,7 they
deploy optimized cross-layer strategies to transmit their

delay-sensitive bitstreams.

During each time slot, a Bstate[ of network resources

can be defined to represent the available transmission

opportunities in a SN, which is denoted by w 2 W, where

W is the set of possible resource states. We can also

interpret the state of network resources to reflect the

behaviors of PUs in the cognitive radio networks [10]. We
can also define Bstates[ for the WSTAs. For instance, the

states may represent their private information, which

includes the traffic and channel characteristics. The

current state of a WSTA i is denoted by si 2 Si, where Si

is the set of possible states of WSTA i.
At each time slot, WSTA i will deploy an action to

compete for the network resources. This action is referred

to as the external action denoted by ai 2 Ai, where Ai is
the set of possible external actions. An example of external

actions in wireless networks is the selected transmit power

in interference channels or the declared resource request

like the TSPEC in 802.11e WLANs. Besides the external

action, WSTA i will also deploy an internal action in order

to transmit the delay-sensitive data. The internal action

can be an action profile including all or a subset of actions

from different layers (e.g., adaptation of the packet
scheduling strategy, error-correcting codes or retransmis-

sion limits to use, etc.). This action is denoted as the

internal action denoted by bi 2 Bi, where Bi is the set of

possible internal actions. Note that the external and

internal action selections are coupled together as shown in

[20]. Moreover, the actions’ adaptation can be driven by

cross-layer optimization.

In this paper, we formulate the multiuser wireless
resource competition as a stochastic game. Formally, the

stochastic game is defined as a tuple ðI ;S;W;A;B; Ps;
Pw;RÞ, where I is the set of agents (SUs), i.e., I ¼
f1; . . . ;Mg, S is the set of state profiles of all SUs, i.e.,

W with Si being the state set of SU i, and W is the set of
network resource states. A is the joint external action

space A ¼ A1 � � � � � AM, with Ai
8 being the external

action set available for SU i to play the resource sharing

game, and B is the joint internal action space

B ¼ B1 � � � � � BM, with Bi being the internal action set

available for SU i to transmit delay-sensitive data. Ps is a

transition probability function defined as a mapping from

the current state profile s 2 S, corresponding joint
external actions, a 2 A and internal actions b 2 B and

the next state profile s0 2 S to a real number between zero

and one, i.e., P : S � A� B � S7!½0; 1�. Pw is a transition

probability function defined as a mapping from the current

resource state w 2 W and the next state w0 2 W to a real

number between zero and one, i.e., P :W �W7!½0; 1�.
This will be discussed subsequently in more detail. R is a

reward vector function defined as a mapping from the
current state profile s 2 S and corresponding joint

external and internal actions a 2 A and b 2 B to an M-

dimensional real vector with each element being the

reward to a particular agent, i.e., R : S � A� B7!R
M.

The state transition for the network resource state is

determined by the PUs and not by the SUs. In other

words, the SUs’ actions will not affect the network

resource state transition. This structure actually creates an
opportunity to allow the PUs to be agents with higher

priorities in this stochastic game. Moreover, multiple

parallel games can be easily defined in this way for

different priority users of the same wireless infrastructure

(see [38] for more details). According to how the WSTAs

compete for spectrum access and exchange information

about (and access) the available spectrum opportunities,

we consider two types of stochastic games for wireless
resource Bmarkets[: centralized stochastic games and

distributed stochastic games.

A. Centralized Stochastic Game
In the centralized stochastic game, the competition

between WSTAs is coordinated by a CSM, which can be an

access point, base station, or selected leader. Specifically,

at each stage, the WSTAs perform the external actions ai

(e.g., resource requirement, competition bids) and send

the CSM a message mi representing the selected actions.

An example of a wireless infrastructure where such a

centralized stochastic game can be implemented is

wireless LANs (802.11a PCF or 802.11e HCF), where the

CSM role is played by the access point.

After receiving the messages m ¼ ½m1; . . . mM� from all

the WSTAs, the CSM performs the resource allocation
according to a certain rule, i.e.,

½r1; . . . ; rM� ¼ fðm;wÞ (1)

7Note that the resource competition and data transmission may take
place concurrently.

8Note that the action set may depend on the state of the SU. For
simplicity, we assume that the actions sets are the same for all the states of
the SU.
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where ri is the resource allocation to WSTA i and fð�; �Þ
represents the resource allocation rule based on the

announced message m and network resource state w.

After receiving the resource allocation ri, WSTA i
performs its own internal action bi to transmit the delay-

sensitive data based on its current state si. Note that in the

centralized game, the resource allocation ri for each SU i is

computed by the CSM based on the external actions of all

the WSTAs. The state transition can be represented by

sþi ¼ giðsi; ri; biÞ (2)

and the reward function is computed as

Ri ¼ hiðsi; ri; biÞ: (3)

The states and reward functions for an SU as well as the

coupling with the other SUs will be discussed in

subsequent sections.

The centralized stochastic game for the cognitive radio

network is illustrated in Fig. 4. This can be employed across

multiple channels (frequency bands) simultaneously. Each

WSTA plays the centralized stochastic game against the

other WSTAs by not only selecting its external actions but
also by selecting and implementing its internal actions for

data transmission. Moreover, the state transition of each

WSTA i is directly impacted by its own internal actions

and indirectly impacted by the external actions of all

WSTAs through the resource competition. The same holds

true for the reward. The cross-layer transmission strategies

constitute the internal actions deployed by a WSTA. When

determining its external actions, a WSTA will need to

predict not only what will be the evolution of the source
and channel characteristics over time but also the cross-

layer strategy that the user will select given the current

environment condition. As shown in [20], the cross-layer

transmission strategy will impact not only the immediate

reward derived by the WSTA based on transmitting the

current packets but also the future states and rewards.

This is because the current cross-layer strategy will

determine which packets get transmitted and, thus, what
are the remaining packets to be transmitted etc., which

affects the future states. Hence, as shown in [20], the

ability of a WSTA to adopt more efficient transmission

algorithms at the various layers as well as optimize its

cross-layer transmission strategies significantly impacts

the performance of both the WSTA and that of its

competing WSTAs.

B. Distributed Stochastic Game
In the distributed stochastic game, the SUs simulta-

neously compete for the spectrum opportunities in the

absence of a CSM that coordinates their interactions. In

the distributed game, no moderator exists. However, a

network policer may be able to intervene if the users are

misbehaving [39]. Examples of such distributed games are

the power control games in interference channels. (For

instance, the distributed power control games in, e.g., [35]
and [37] or the contention games in [39] can be

represented using the stochastic game formulation pre-

sented here.) In the distributed stochastic game, the

WSTAs simultaneously implement the internal and

external actions. However, the interactions between

WSTAs are realized through the external actions. From

the perspective of each WSTA, the impact from other

WSTAs is aggregated into the experienced channel
interference eðs�i; a�iÞ. In power control games, the

Fig. 4. Message exchange between WSTAs and CSM, and the actions performed by WSTAs.
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external action can be the power allocation, while the
internal action can be the modulation and channel coding

scheme. Hence, in distributed stochastic games, the

reward of each WSTA i is determined by

Ri ¼ hi si; ai; bi; eðs�i; a�iÞ;wð Þ (4)

where �i is the set of WSTAs except WSTA i. The state

transition is determined by

sþi ¼ gi si; ai; bi; eðs�i; a�iÞ;wð Þ: (5)

The states and reward functions for an SU will be
discussed in subsequent sections. The distributed sto-

chastic game for the cognitive radio network is illustrated

in Fig. 5.

C. Specification of the Centralized Stochastic Game
As illustration, we consider that the SN can be formed

across N channels, each indexed by j 2 f1; . . . ;Ng. At each

time slot, each channel is assumed to be in one of the
following two states: ON (this channel is currently used by

the PUs) or OFF (this channel is not used by the PUs and

hence can be used by the SUs). Within each time slot, the

channel is only OFF or ON [10]. At time slot t 2 N, the

availability of each channel j is denoted by wt
j 2 f0; 1g,

with wt
j being zero if the channel is in the ON state and

being one if it is in the OFF state. The channel availability

profile for the N channels is represented by w t ¼
½wt

1; . . . ;wt
N�, which is the state of the network resource

at time slot t. As mentioned before, this can be char-

acterized using a spectrum opportunity map [10], provided

by the CSM. If the CSM performs imperfect spectrum

sensing (as in [4]), this imperfect detection only affects the

common system state w t ¼ ½wt
1; . . . ;wt

N�, which is an-

nounced to the secondary users. In this case, instead of

announcing the exact (perfect) common resource state,

the CSM can announce the probability of the channel
being available to the secondary users or not. In this case,

the secondary users will compete for the resource based on

the probability of the channel availability. However, this

relaxation does not affect how the secondary users

compete for the available resources with each other or

the presented stochastic game formulation. Hence, for

simplicity, we focus in this paper on the case in which

the CSM performs the perfect spectrum sensing and effi-
ciently allocates the detected spectrum among the com-

peting secondary users.

As in [12] and [20], we assume that a polling-based

medium access protocol is deployed in the secondary

network, which is arbitrated by a CSM. The polling policy

is changed only at the beginning of every time slot. For

simplicity, we assume that each SU can access a single

channel and that each channel can be accessed by a single
SU within the time slot. The SUs can switch the channels

only when crossing time slots. Note that this simple

medium access model used for illustration in this paper

can be easily extended to more sophisticated cognitive

radio models [11], where each SU can simultaneously

access multiple channels or the channels are being shared

by multiple SUs, etc.

1) Wireless Stations States: We assume that WSTAs need

to transmit delay-sensitive applications. The bitstream at

the application layer is packetized with an average packet

length ‘. In this paper, we consider multimedia applica-

tions, where the application packets have a hard delay

deadline, i.e., the packets will expire J stages after they

are ready for transmission. Then, we can define the state

of the buffer as v t
i ¼ ½vt

i1; . . . ; vt
iJ�

T
, where vt

jð1 � j � JÞ is
the number of packets waiting for transmission that have

a remaining life time of j time slots. The condition of

channel j experienced by WSTA i is represented by the

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and is denoted as ct
ij in

decibels. The channel condition profile is given by ct
i ¼

½ct
i1; . . . ; ct

iN�. To model the dynamics experienced by

WSTA i at time t in the cognitive radio network, we

Fig. 5. Actions performed by WSTAs in the distributed stochastic game.
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define a Bstate[ st
i ¼ ðv t

i; ct
iÞ 2 Si, which encapsulates the

current buffer state as well as the state of each channel.

The environment experienced by each WSTA is

characterized by the packet arrivals from the (multimedia)

source (i.e., source/traffic characterization) connected

with the transmitter, the spectrum opportunities released

by PUs, and the channel conditions. Different models can

be used by a WSTA to characterize the environment.

However, the accuracy of the deployed models will only
affect the performance of the solution and not the general

framework for multiuser interaction presented here.

2) Internal and External Actions: At the beginning of

each time slot, each WSTA deploys an external action ai to
compete for the spectrum opportunities with other

WSTAs. The selection of external actions will be dis-

cussed in Section III-C5. After receiving the resource

allocation ri from the CSM, the WSTA will deploy the

internal action bt
i . The internal action in this example

includes the modulation scheme �t
i 2 �i in the physical

layer and retransmission limit �t
i 2 N in the MAC layer,

i.e., bt
i ¼ ð�t

i ; �
t
i Þ. Here, �i is the set of possible

modulation schemes. For more sophisticated examples

of actions, see, e.g., [7] for application layer actions.

3) State Transition and Stage Reward: Since the network

resource state is not affected by the actions performed by

the WSTAs, the transition of w t can be modeled as a finite
state Markov chain (FSMC) [22]. The transition probabil-

ity is denoted by qðw tþ1jw tÞ. In this section, we assume

that the transition probability qðw tþ1jw tÞ is known by all

the WSTAs and CSM. However, more complicated models

for the network resource state transition can also be

involved in our stochastic game framework.

When WSTA i receives the resource allocation zt
i, it

deploys the internal action bt
i and can transmit nt

i packets
during time slot t, which is computed as

nt
i ¼

� ct
i; zt

i; �
t
i ; �

t
i

� �
4T

‘

� �
(6)

where �ð�Þ is the effective rate function, the form of which

depends on the protocols implemented at the WSTA.
Then, the buffer state can be updated as

vtþ1
i1

..

.

vtþ1
ij

..

.

vtþ1
iJ

2
6666664

3
7777775
¼

vt
i2 �max nt

i � vt
i1; 0

� �
..
.

vt
iðjþ1Þ �max nt

i �
Pj

m¼1

vt
im; 0

� �
..
.

Yt
i

2
666666664

3
777777775

(7)

where Yt
i is a random variable representing the number of

packets arriving at time slot t having lifetime J. The

distribution of Yt
i is denoted by pYt

i
ðlÞ. Hence, the transition

probability is given by

p vtþ1
i jvt

i; zt
i; bt

i

� �
¼ PYt

i
ðlÞ; if vtþ1

i satisfies (7) and Yt
i ¼ l

0; otherwise.

�
(8)

The channel condition ct
i depends on the channel gain

and the power level for transmission. The channel gain is

generally modeled as an FSMC. In this example, we also

consider that the power allocation is constant during the
data transmission and, hence, the channel condition ct

i can

be formulated as a FSMC with transition probability

pðctþ1
i jct

iÞ. Details about such transition probability

computations can be found in [7].

The state transition probability for WSTA i is given by

p stþ1
i jst

i; zt
i; bt

i

� �
¼ p v tþ1

i jv t
i; zt

i; bt
i

� �
p ctþ1

i jct
i

� �
: (9)

Here, we assume that the transition of the channel

condition is independent of the transition of the buffer

state. The utility for the delay-sensitive application at time

slot t is defined here as

u st
i; zt

i; bt
i

� �
¼min nt

i;
XJ

j¼1

vt
ij

 !
� �g max vt

i;1�nt
i; 0

n o
(10)

where �g is the parameter to trade off the received and lost

packets (see [20] for details). More sophisticated utility

formulations for multimedia transmission, which consider

the explicit impact on the multimedia quality [e.g., peak

SNR (PSNR)], can be found in [20].

4) Resource Allocation Rule: We model the multiuser

wireless resource allocation as an auction [6], [8], [19] for

spectrum opportunities held by the CSM during each time

slot. The WSTAs calculate the external action at
i based on

the information about the network resources, their own

private information about the environment they experi-

ence, and their anticipated internal actions [20]. In this

auction game, the external action is the competition bid,
i.e., mt

i ¼ at
i. Next, we use the terms external action and bid

interchangeably. Subsequently, each WSTA submits the

bid at
i to the CSM. After receiving the bid vectors from the

WSTAs, the CSM computes the channel allocation zt
i for

each WSTA i based on the submitted bids. To compel the

WSTAs to declare their bids truthfully [20], the CSM also

computes the payment � t
i 2 R� that the WSTAs have to pay

for the use of resources during the current stage of the
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game. The negative value of the payment represents the

absolute value that WSTA i has to pay the CSM for the used

resources. The auction result is then transmitted back to the

WSTAs, which can deploy their transmission strategies in
different layers and send data over the assigned channel.

After the data transmission, another auction starts at the

next time slot t þ 1. A schematic of the evolution of the

multiuser interaction is portrayed for illustration in Fig. 6.

The computation of the allocation zt
i and payment � t

i is

described as follows. After each WSTA submits the bid

vector, the CSM performs two computations: i) channel

allocation and ii) payment computation. During the first
phase, the CSM allocates the resources to WSTAs based on

its adopted fairness rule, e.g., maximizing the total Bsocial

welfare[9

zt;opt ¼ arg max
zt

XM

i¼1

~hi at
i; zt

i;w
� �

(11)

where ~hið�Þ is the utility function of WSTA i seen by the

CSM. Note that this utility can be represented by either

the effective rate or time on the network allocated to each

user or can be determined in the utility domain by

considering the utility-rate functions of the deployed

multimedia coders [24].
We will consider in this paper, for illustration, a second

price auction mechanism [18] for determining the tax that

needs to be paid by WSTA i based on the above optimal

channel assignment zt;opt, i.e.,

� t
i ¼

XM

j¼1;
j6¼i

~hj at
j ; z

t;opt
j ;w

	 

�max

zt
�i

XM

j¼1;
j6¼i

~hj at
i; z

t
i;w

� �
: (12)

For simplicity, we can denote the output of the

resource allocation game as rt ¼ ðzt;TtÞ ¼ �ðat;wtÞ.
Note that, as mentioned in Section II, the CSM can

design different resource allocation games using different
mechanisms, leading to different social decisions, alloca-

tions, equilibriums, etc. Moreover, the taxation does not

need to be implemented and can be omitted. However, we

would like to point out that, unless the taxation is

implemented, the WSTA will have no incentive to

efficiently optimize their cross-layer strategies, upgrade

their systems, or truthfully and optimally declare their

requirements.

5) Selecting the Policy for Playing the Resource Manage-
ment Game: In the cognitive radio network, we assume
that the stochastic game is played by all WSTAs for an

infinite number of stages. This assumption is reasonable

for multimedia applications, which usually have a long

duration. In our network setting, we define a history of the

stochastic game up to time t as ht ¼ fs0;w0; a0; b0;
z0;T0; . . . ; st�1;wt�1; at�1; bt�1; zt�1;Tt�1; stg 2 Ht, which

summarizes all previous states and the actions taken by

the WSTAs as well as the outcomes at each stage of the
auction game and Ht is the set of the entire history up to

time t. However, during the stochastic game, each WSTA i
cannot observe the entire history but rather part of the

history ht. The observation of WSTA i is denoted as

ot
i 2 Ot

i and ot
i � ht. Note that the current state st

i can be

always observed, i.e., st
i 2 ot

i. Then, a bidding policy

�t
i : Ot

i 7! Ai � Bi for WSTA i at the time t is defined as a

mapping from the observations up to the time t into the
specific action, i.e., ½at

i; bt
i� ¼ �t

iðot
iÞ. Furthermore, a policy

profile Pi for WSTA i aggregates the bidding policies about

how to play the game over the entire course of the

stochastic game, i.e., Pi ¼ ð�0
i ; . . . ; �t

i; . . .Þ. The policy

profile for all the WSTAs at time slot t is denoted as

Pt ¼ ð�t
1; . . . ; �t

MÞ ¼ ð�t
i; �

t
�iÞ.

The reward for WSTA i at the time slot t is Rt
iðst

i; rt
i; bt

iÞ ¼
uðst

i; zt
i; bt

iÞ þ � t
i . Since the resource allocation also depends

Fig. 6. Evolution of multiuser interaction.

9Note that other social welfare solutions [38], [41] could be adopted,
and this will not influence our proposed solution.
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on other SUs’ states and external actions as well as the
channel state, the reward can be estimated based on the

observation ot
i; thus, the reward used by a WSTA will be

Rt
iðst

i; ot
i; bt

iÞ. The reward Rk
i ðsk

i ; ok
i ; bk

i Þ at stage k is

discounted by factor ð�iÞk�t at time t. The factor

�ið0 � �i G 1Þ is the discounted factor determined by a

specific application (for instance, for video streaming

applications, this factor can be set based on the toler-

able delay). The total discounted sum of rewards
Qt

ið�t
i;P

t
�ijst;wtÞ for SU i can be calculated at time t

from the state profile st as

Qt
i �t

i;P
t
�i

� �
jst;wt

� �
¼
X1
k¼t

ð�iÞk�tRk
i sk

i ; ok
i ; bk

i

� �
(13)

where Pt
�iðst

�iÞ ¼ ð½at
j ; bt

j �j6¼i
Þ. We assume that the SUs

implement the policy Pt in the subsequent time slots. The

total discounted sum of rewards in (13) consists of two

parts: i) the current stage reward and ii) the expected

future reward discounted by �i. Note that SU i cannot
independently determine the above value without explic-

itly knowing the policies and states of other SUs. The SU

maximizes the total discounted sum of future rewards in

order to select the bidding policy, which explicitly

considers the impact of the current bid vector on the

expected future rewards.

We define the best response �i for SU i to other WSTAs’

policies Pt
�i as

�i Pt
�i

� �
¼ arg max

�i

Qt
i �t

i;P
t
�i

� �
jst;wt

� �
: (14)

The central issue in such stochastic game in cognitive radio

networks is how the best response policies can be deter-

mined by the SUs. This will be the topic of Section IV.

D. Specification of Distributed Stochastic Game
An example of a distributed game is the power-control

game played by SUs in the interference channels in

cognitive radio network. There are M SUs, each of which

comprises one transmitter and one receiver. There are N
channels potentially vacated by the PUs for SU transmis-

sion. At time slot t, the network resource state is

w t ¼ ½wt
1; . . . ;wt

N� 2 f0; 1gN
. The channel gain of SU i at

channel j 2 f1; . . . ;Ng is H
j
ii and the cross-channel gain

from transmitter i (belonging to SU i) to receiver i0

(belonging to SU i0) at channel j is H
j
ii0 . We assume that

the (cross) channel gains for all the SUs are constant.

In this game, the state of SU i is defined as a vector

st
i 2 f0; 1gN, with each element indicating whether SU i

selects that channel (corresponding to 1) or not

(corresponding to 0). The external action at
i of SU i

includes two components: channel selection 	t
i and power

allocation ’t
i, i.e., at

i ¼ ð	t
i; ’

t
iÞ, where 	t

i � f1; . . . ;Ng.
For each external action at

i of SU i, there is power

constraint imposed on the power allocation, i.e.,

X
j2	t

i

’t
ij � Pi: (15)

In this power-control game, at the beginning of each

time slot, the SUs simultaneously choose the channels over

which they will transmit delay-sensitive data and allocate
the power on the selected channels under the power

constraints. In order not to interfere with the PUs, the SUs

are not allowed to transmit any data over those channels

with wt
j ¼ 0 (i.e., channel j is occupied by the PUs). For

simplicity, we consider the case that the SUs are free to

choose any channels. Hence, the state of SU i equals the

channel selection action, i.e., st
i ¼ 	t

i. The internal actions

for the SUs are empty. The effective transmission rate can
be computed as

Tt
i at

i; e at
�i

� �
;w t

� �
¼ hi st

i; at
i; bt

i; e st
�i; at

�i

� �
;w t

� �
¼ hi at

i; e at
�i

� �
;w t

� �

¼
X

j2	t
i

wt
j
¼1

1

2
log2 1þ

H
j
ii’

t
ij

N0j þ
P

i02Ct
j

H
j
i0i’

t
i0 j

0
BB@

1
CCA

(16)

where Ct
j is the set of SUs who select channel j in time slot t,

eðat
�iÞ ¼

P
i02Ct

j
H

j
i0i’

t
i0 j, and N0j represents the noise level in

the selected channel j. In this power-control game, the stage
reward function for SU i can be defined as effective

transmission rate per joule, similarly to [37], i.e.,

Rt
i at

i; e at
�i

� �
;w t

� �
¼

Tt
i at

i; e at
�i

� �
;w t

� �P
j2	t

i

’t
ij

: (17)

However, such a reward function cannot satisfy the QoS

requirements of multimedia applications. Hence, the

following stage reward function can be adopted for such

applications:

Rt
i at

i; e at
�i

� �
;w t

� �
¼

�i � 1� Pi Tt
i at

i; e at
�i

� �
;w t

� �
; di

� �� �P
j2	t

i

’t
ij

(18)
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where �i represents the arrival source rate of the
applications of SU i and PiðTt

iðat
i; eðat

�iÞ;w tÞ; diÞ represents

the packet error rate, which is a function of the effective

transmission rate Tt
i [in (16)] and the delay deadline di of the

applications of SU i. More complicated utility-resource

functions as in [20] can also be employed.

Since the state of each SU i is the same as the channel

selection and no internal actions are considered, the

channel-selection and power-control game is reduced to a
repeated game [32]. The essential goal of SU i is to find the

best response to the aggregated interference eðat
�iÞ under

various network resource states, i.e.,

at;	
i e at

�i;w t
� �� �

¼ arg max
at

i

Rt
i at

i; e at
�i

� �
;w t

� �
: (19)

This will be discussed in the next section.

IV. STRATEGIC LEARNING SOLUTIONS
IN MULTIUSER WIRELESS SYSTEMS

A. Why Learn?
In the previous section, it was shown that in order for

an SU to derive its own transmission policy, it needs to

know how its decision process and resulting performance

are coupled to that of other SUs. In a stochastic game

framework, the goal for each SU is to find a policy �i such

that its own utility is maximized. However, as discussed in
Section III, SU i’s policy �i depends on other SUs’ policies,

which is formulated as

�	i ¼ arg max
�i

Qið�i;P�ijsi; s�i;wÞ: (20)

To solve this optimization, the following information is

required by SU i:
• the state transition model of SU i pðstþ1

i j
st

i; at
i; at
�i; biÞ;

• the state transition model of other SUs pðstþ1
j j

st
j ; at

j ; at
�j; bjÞ; 8j 6¼ i;

• the state of other SUs s�i;

• the policy of other SUs P�i;

• the network resource state w.

This coupling among SUs is due to the shared nature of
the wireless resources [2]. However, an SU may not

exactly know the other SUs’ actions and models, and it

cannot know their private information. Thus, an SU can

only predict these dynamics (uncertainties) caused by the

competing SUs based on its observations from past

interaction. In the cognitive radio network, there are

different levels of information availability.

• Private information: this includes the characteris-
tics of the application traffic, channel gain, or

channel conditions [signal-to-(interference plus
noise) ratio, etc.].

• Network information: this refers to the network

resource states or the behaviors of PUs.

• Opponents information: this includes the states and

possible actions of the opponents. This information

can be, for instance, known when all the SUs adopt

the same protocol, having the same set of states

and actions.
To reduce the uncertainty and increase the knowledge

about the environment when selecting an action, an SU

can deploy learning in games algorithms [21]. Depending

on the information availability, different learning solu-

tions can be deployed by a WSTA. The existing learning in

games literature provides a broad spectrum of analytical

and practical results on learning algorithms and under-

lying game structures for a variety of competitive
interaction scenarios. In general, the main issue consid-

ered has been to characterize long-term behavior in terms

of a generalized equilibrium concept or characterize the

lack of convergence for general classes of learning

dynamics. However, when selecting learning solutions

for wireless networks games, the specific constraints and

features of wireless systems will need to be considered.

For instance, the learning algorithm that should be
deployed by a user in a wireless environment strongly

depends on what information an SU can observe about the

other SUs, given the adopted protocols or spectrum

regulation rules. Moreover, unlike a majority of work in

learning in games solutions [21], where the main focus is

on proving the existence of equilibriums or where the

only goal of the agents is to achieve different equilibrium

conditions, learning solutions in wireless networks are
deployed by self-interested and heterogeneous users,

which have as only goal to improve their own perfor-

mance. Thus, a learning algorithm Li adopted by SU i to

efficiently play the spectrum allocation game will be

evaluated based on the information that can be acquired

(i.e., the observed information ot
i) and exchanged It

�i, the

complexity requirements, and the resulting (long-term or

short-term) utility Ui.

B. Definitions of Learning Algorithms and Beliefs
The goal of learning for an SU in the multiuser

games is to update its own policy and belief about the

other SUs’ states and policies. Specifically, by learning

from the observed and exchanged information, a user

can build its belief on the other users’ strategies and

determine its own best response policy. In our stochastic
game framework, the SU also needs to update its

knowledge about the network resource state using

learning. We note that a learning algorithm is built

based on the observation ot
i and exchanged information

It
�i; hence, it is denoted as Liðoi; I�iÞ, where oi; I�i are

all the observation and exchanged information obtained

by SU i.
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A learning algorithm Li can be defined using the
following equations:

at
i; bt

i

 �
¼ �t

i st
i; Bt

s�i
; Bt

��i
; Bt

w

	 

(21)

�t ¼Gameðst; at;wtÞ (22)

ot
i ¼O st

i;�
t
i; bt

i

� �
(23)

�tþ1
i ¼F i �

t
i; ot

i; It
�i

� �
(24)

Btþ1
��i
¼F ��i

Bt
��i
; ot

i; It
�i

	 

(25)

Btþ1
w ¼Fw Bt

w; ot
i; It
�i

� �
(26)

Btþ1
s�i
¼F s�i

Bt
s�i
; ot

i; It
�i

	 

(27)

where Bt
s�i

, Bt
P�i

, and Bt
w are the belief about the other

SUs’ states s�i, policies P�i, and the network resource

state w, respectively; �t is the output of the multiuser

interaction game (�t ¼ rt in the centralized stochastic

game and �t ¼ fat
i; eðat

�iÞ;wtg for the distributed sto-

chastic game or repeated game); ot
i is the observation of

SU i and O is the observation function, which depends on

the current state, the current game output, and the

current internal action taken; F is the update function
about the belief and policies; and It

�i is the exchanged

information with the other SUs. The learning process is

pictorially depicted in Fig. 7.

Equation (21) shows that SU i generates the external

actions based on its own states, the belief about the other

SUs’ states, policies, and network resource state. After

each SU executes its external actions, a multiuser spectrum

access game is played and the results of the game are
produced as shown in (22). The results of the multiuser

game may or may not be fully observed by the SUs based

on the game form or the implemented network protocol.

Equation (23) represents the observation function which

depends on the network protocols and the SUs’ measure-

ment methods. Different (accurate or inaccurate) ob-

servations may lead to different learning algorithms,

which will be discussed in subsequent sections. Hence, an

SU may have incentives to exchange information with
other SUs. The exchanged information It

�i may be used to

update the belief about the other SUs’ states, policies, and

network resource state. Equations (24)–(27) represent the

updates of the beliefs.

In a wireless communication game, we differentiate

two types of users based on their response strategies.

• Myopic users: users that always act to maximize

their immediate achievable reward. They are
myopic in the sense that, at each decision stage,

they treat other users’ actions as fixed, ignore the

impact of their competitors’ reactions over their

own performance, and determine their responses

to gain the maximal immediate rewards.

• Foresighted users: users that behave by taking into

account the long-term impacts of their actions on

their rewards. They avoid shortsighted (myopic)
actions, anticipate how the other users will react,

and maximize their performance by considering

the responses of the other users [7], [23]. Note that

such foresighted users require additional knowl-

edge about the other users to assist their decision

making. We will discuss this in more detail later in

this section.

Before we proceed in detail with discussing how a
learning algorithm is built, we discuss first how we can

evaluate a learning algorithm for the cognitive radio network.

C. Value of Learning, Value of Information,
and Regret Computation

As mentioned previously, the performance of a
learning algorithm will depend on the resulting SU

reward. We denote a policy generated by the learning

algorithm Li as �Li
i . An SU will learn in order to improve

its policy and its rewards from participating in the

spectrum access game. The performance of SU i when

adopting the learning algorithm Li is defined as the time

average reward obtained in a time window with length T in

which this learning algorithm was used

V�
Liðoi ;I�iÞ
i ðTÞ ¼ 1

T

XT

t¼1

Rt
i �

Liðoi;I�iÞ
i

	 

(28)

where the reward Rt
i depends on both the learning

approach Li and the observation ot
i and information

exchanged It
�i. Thus, using this definition, the Bvalue of

a learning scheme[ can be determined. For instance, given

the same observation ot
i and exchanged information It

�i, if

the time average rewards of two algorithms L0i and L00i
satisfy V�

L0
i
ðoi ;I�iÞ

i ðTÞ > V�
L00

i
ðoi ;I�iÞ

i ðTÞ, then we say that

learning algorithm L0i is better than L00i . The Bvalue of

information exchange[ with respect to a learning algo-

rithm Li also can be similarly computed. This value of
information will play a significant role in what information

Fig. 7. Strategic learning in the multiuser

wireless communication game.
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should be exchanged among WSTAs and how WSTAs
should negotiate in a cooperative10 setting (e.g., in a

bargaining or coalition setting). The value of making

various observations and learning based on them can be

similarly computed. Moreover, we define a generalized

Bregret[ for the stochastic game at each time slot t as

�Li
¼� max

�i

Qt
i �i;P�ijst

i; st
�i;wt

� �
�Qt

i �Li
i ; Bt

P�i
jst

i; Bt
s�i
; Bt

w

	 

: (29)

When the stochastic game is reduced to a repeated game,
the regret can be computed as

�Li
¼� max

at
i

Rt
i at

i; e at
�i

� �
;w t

� �
� Rt

i aLi
i ; Bt

a�i
; Bt

w

	 

: (30)

The regret is computed as the reward loss due to the lack of

knowledge about the network resource and components’

states and actions. The regret can be computed and used by

the SUs in order to adjust their learning strategies and

improve their strategies for playing the game.

D. Learning Framework for Wireless
Stochastic Games

One possible simplification for the stochastic learning

is to assume that other SUs perform a fixed policy. This is a

good assumption especially for the case when WSTAs

adopt the same protocols, which implement the same

policies. Hence, SU i does not need to update its belief
about other SUs’ policies (i.e., Bt

P�i
). Instead, SU i needs to

update its belief about other SUs’ states and state transition

probability. However, to observe other SUs’ states in a

cognitive radio network is also difficult, and even

impossible in some cases. To solve this problem, an SU

can classify the states of other SUs based on the output of

the game. For simplicity, we assume that the network

resource state is common information, which is known by
all the participating SUs. However, the learning algorithm

discussed in this section can also be extended to the case in

which the network resource state and the corresponding

state transition are unknown to the SUs. In this case, the

WSTA needs to learn the state transition probability for

each channel’s state based on its observations [40].

1) What Information to Learn From?: First, let us
consider what information the SU can observe while

playing the stochastic game in our cognitive radio network.
As shown in Fig. 3, at the beginning of time slot t, the SUs

submit the bids at
i; 8i. Then, the CSM returns the channel

allocation zt
i; 8i and � t

i ; 8i. In a cognitive radio network, if

SU i is not allowed to observe the bids, the channel

allocations, and the payments for other SUs, then the

observation of SU i becomes ot
i ¼ fs0

i ;w0; a0
i ; b0

i ; z0
i ;

T0
i ; . . . ; st�1

i ;wt�1; at�1
i ; bt�1

i ; zt�1
i ;Tt�1

i ; st
ig. If the informa-

tion is fully exchanged among SUs or broadcast and
overheard by all SUs, the observed information by SU i
becomes ot

i ¼ ht. Now, the problem that needs to be solved

by SU i is how it can improve its own policy for playing the

game by learning from the observation ot
i . In this paper, we

assume that SU i observes the information ot
i ¼ fs0

i ;w0; a0
i ;

b0
i ; z

0
i ;T

0
i ; . . . ; st�1

i ;wt�1; at�1
i ; bt�1

i ; zt�1
i ;Tt�1

i ; st
ig.

2) What Needs to be Learned?: A key question is what
needs to be learned within a wireless stochastic game in

order to improve the policy of an SU. We focus here on the

learning procedure for the external policy (generating

external actions, i.e., bidding actions).

In Section IV-A, we discussed the information that SU i
needs to learn in order to be able to solve the

optimization in (20). However, SU i can only observe

the information ot
i ¼ fs0

i ;w0; a0
i ; b0

i ; z0
i ;T

0
i ; . . . ; st�1

i ;wt�1;
at�1

i ; bt�1
i ; zt�1

i ;Tt�1
i ; st

ig from which SU i cannot accurately

infer the other SUs’ state space (i.e., S�i), the current

state of other SUs (i.e., st
�i), and the transition probability

of other SUs [i.e.,
Q

k 6¼i qkðstþ1
k jst

k; zt
kÞ]. Moreover, captur-

ing the exact information about other SUs requires heavy

computational and storage complexity. Instead, we allow

SU i to classify the space S�i into Hi classes, each of

which is represented by a representative state ~s�i;h; h 2
f1; . . . ;Hig. By dividing the state space S�i, the transition

probability
Q

k 6¼i qkðstþ1
k jst

k; zt
kÞ is approximated by

q�ið~stþ1
�i j~st

�i; zt
iÞ, where ~st

�i and ~stþ1
�i are the representative

states of the classes to which st
�i and stþ1

�i belong. This

approximation is performed by aggregating all other SUs’

states into one representative state and assuming that the

transition depends on the resource allocation zt
i . Note that

the classification on the state space S�i and approximation
of the transition probability and discounted sum of rewards

affects the learning performance. Hence, a user should

trade off an increased learning complexity for an increased

value of learning.

In this setting, to find the approximated optimal

bidding policy, we need to learn the following from the

past observations: i) how the space S�i is classified; ii) the

transition probability q�ið~stþ1
�i j~st

�i; zt
iÞ; and iii) the average

future rewards Vtþ1
i ððstþ1

i ;~stþ1
�i ÞÞ.

3) How to Learn?: In this section, we develop a learning

algorithm to estimate the terms listed in the above section.

Step 1) Decomposition of the space S�i: As discussed

in Section IV-D1, only ot
i ¼ fs0

i ;w0; a0
i ; b

0
i ; z0

i ;T
0
i ; . . . ;

st�1
i ;wt�1; at�1

i ; bt�1
i ; zt�1

i ;Tt�1
i ; st

ig are observed. From the

10Note that the communications society refers to collaborative
solutions in cases where users have a common objective. In the game-
theoretic society, the term collaborative refers instead to users that are
collaboratively exchanging information and make agreements, but they are
still behaving strategically and aiming to optimize their own utilities. In
our proposed research, we use the term collaborative in its game-theoretic
meaning, since we always consider self-interested users.
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auction mechanism presented in Section III-D, we know
that the value of the tax � t

i is computed based on the

inconvenience that SU i causes to the other SUs. In other

words, a higher value of j� t
i j indicates that the network is

more congested.11 Based on the bid vector bt
i, the channel

allocation zt
i, and the tax � t

i , SU i can infer the network

congestion and thus, indirectly, the resource requirements

of the competing SUs. Instead of knowing the exact state

space of other SUs, SU i can classify the space S�i

as follows. We assume the maximum absolute tax is �.

We split the range [0, �] into ½�0;�1Þ; ½�1;�2Þ; . . . ;
½�Hi�1;�Hi

� with 0 ¼ �0 � �1 � � � � � �Hi
¼ �. Here,

we assume that the values of f�1; . . . ;�Hi�1g are equally

located in the range of [0, �]. (Note that more

sophisticated selection for these values can be deployed,

and this forms an interesting area of future research.)

We need to consider three cases to determine the
representative state ~st

�i at time t.
1) If the resource allocation zt

i 6¼ 0, then the

representative state of other SUs is chosen as

~st
�i ¼ h; if � t

i

�� �� 2 ½�h�1;�hÞ: (31)

2) If the resource allocation zt
i ¼ 0 but w t 6¼ 0, the

tax is zero. In this case, we cannot use the tax to

predict the network congestion. However, we can
infer that the congestion is more severe than the

minimum bid for those available channels, i.e.,

min
j2fl:yt

l
6¼0g
fat

ijg. This is because, in this current

stage of the auction game, only SU i0 with

at
i0 j 
 at

ij can obtain channel j, which indicates

that j� t
i j 
 min

j2fl:yt
l
6¼0g
fat

ijg, if SU i is allocated any

channel. Then the representative state of other
SUs is chosen as

~st
�i ¼ h; if min

j2 l:yt
l
6¼0f g

at
ij

n o
2 ½�h�1;�hÞ: (32)

3) If the resource allocation zt
i ¼ 0 and w t ¼ 0,

there is no interaction among the SUs in this time

slot. Hence, ~st
�i ¼ ~st�1

�i .

Step 2) Estimating the transition probability: To

estimate the transition probability, SU i maintains a

table F with size Hi � Hi � ðN þ 1Þ. Each entry fh0;h00;j in the

table F represents the number of transitions from state
~st
�i ¼ h00 to ~stþ1

�i ¼ h0 when the resource allocation zt
i ¼ ej

(or 0 if j ¼ 0). Here, ej is a N-dimensional vector with the

jth element being one and otherwise being zero. It is clear

that Hi will influence significantly the complexity and
memory requirements etc. of SU i. The update of F is simply

based on the observation ot
i and the state classification in

the above section. Then, we use the frequency to

approximate the transition probability [15], i.e.,

q�i ~stþ1
�i ¼ h0j~st

�i ¼ h00; ej

� �
¼

fh0;h00;jP
h0

fh0;h00;j
: (33)

Step 3) Learning the future reward: By classifying the

state space S�i and estimating the transition probability,

SU i can now forecast the value of the average future

reward Vtþ1
i ððstþ1

i ;~stþ1
�i ÞÞ using learning. Equation (13) can

be approximated by

Qt
i st

i;~s
t
�i

� �
¼ gi st

i; zt
i

� �
þ � t

i

�
þ �i

X
stþ1

i ;~stþ1
�ið Þ2S

qi stþ1
i jst

i; zt
i

� �
q�i

� ~stþ1
�i j~st

�i; zt
i

� �
Vtþ1

i stþ1
i ;~stþ1

�i

� �� ��
: (34)

The received rewards are used to update the estima-

tion of future rewards, similarly to Q-learning [17]. How-

ever, the main difference between this algorithm [7] and

Q-learning is that the former explicitly considers the

impact of other SUs’ bidding actions through the state

classifications and transition probability approximation.

A two-dimensional table can be used to store the value

Viðsi;~s�iÞ with si 2 Si, ~s�i 2 ~S�i, where ~S�i is the set of
representative states for the other SUs. The total number

of entries in Vi is jSij � j ~S�ij. SU i updates the value of

Viððsi;~s�iÞÞ at time t according to the following rules:

Vt
i ðsi;~s�iÞ ¼

1� �t
i

� �
Vt�1

i ðsi;~s�iÞ
þ �t

i Q
t
i st

i;~s
t
�i

� �
; if st

i;~s
t
�i

� �
¼ ðsi;~s�iÞ

Vt
i ðsi;~s�iÞ; otherwise

8<
:

(35)

where �t
i 2 ½0; 1Þ is the learning rate factor. An interesting

area of research is determining how the learning rate
factor should be determined (and possibly adapted) in

various cognitive radio settings, where different dynamics

are experienced.

4) Complexity of the Learning Algorithm: In this section,

we quantify the complexity of learning in terms of

computational and storage requirements. We use the Bflop[
(floating-point operation) as a measure of complexity, which
will provide us an estimation of the computational

11When the CSM deploys a mechanism without tax for the resource
management, the space classification for other SUs can also be done based
on the announced information and corresponding resource allocation.
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complexity required for performing the learning algorithm.
Also, based on this, we can determine how the complexity

grows with an increasing number of SUs. At each stage, the

SU performs the classification of other SUs’ states, which, in

the worst case, requires a number of Bflops[ of approxi-

mately N. The number of Bflops[ for estimating the

transition probability of other SUs’ states is approximately

(Hi þ 1). The number of Bflops[ for learning the future

reward is approximately (2jSijHi þ 6). Therefore, the total
number of Bflops[ incurred by the SU is N þ Hi þ
2jSijHi þ 7, from which we can note that the complexity

of learning for each SU is proportional to the number of

possible states of that SU and the number of classes in which

the other SUs’ state space is decomposed. To perform the

learning algorithm, the SU needs to store two tables (i.e.,

transition probability table and state-value table), which

have in total ðH2
i ðN þ 1Þ þ 2NjSijHiÞ entries. We note that

the storage complexity is also proportional to the number of

possible states of that SU and the number of classes in which

the other SUs’ state space is decomposed.

E. Illustration of Various Bidding
and Learning Strategies

In this section, we highlight the performance of the

learning framework presented in the previous section in a
centralized stochastic game (introduced in Section III).

We assume that the SUs compete for the available

spectrum opportunities in order to transmit delay-sensitive

multimedia data. The SUs can deploy different bidding

strategies to generate their bid vector.

• Fixed bidding strategy �fixed
i : this strategy generates

a constant bid vector during each stage of the

auction game, irrespective of the state that SU i is
currently in and of the states other SUs are in. In

other words, �fixed
i does not consider any source

and channel dynamics.

• Source-aware bidding strategy �source
i : this strategy

generates various bid vectors by considering the

dynamics in source characteristics (based on the

current buffer state), but not the channel dynamics.

• Myopic bidding strategy �myopic
i : this strategy takes

into account both the environmental disturbances

and the impact caused by other SUs. However, it

does not consider the impact on its future rewards.

• Bidding strategy based on best response learning �Li
i :

This strategy is produced using the learning

algorithm presented in the previous section, which

considers both the environmental dynamics and

the interaction impact on the future reward.

In this simulation, we consider the cognitive radio

network as an extension of wireless LANs with cognitive

radio capability [10]. (More simulation details can be found

in [7].) To highlight the impact on the multimedia quality,
in this illustrative simulation, we assume that both users

are streaming to their receivers the Coastguard video

sequence and both tolerate an application layer delay of

500 ms. For illustration, the following four scenarios are

considered. In scenarios 1–4, SU 1 deploys a fixed bidding

strategy �fixed
1 , source-aware bidding strategy �source

1 ,

myopic bidding strategy �myopic
1 , and best response learning

based bidding strategy �L1
1 , respectively, and SU 2 always

deploys the myopic bidding strategy �myopic
2 . The average

video quality (PSNR), average tax, and average reward per

time slot (see Section III-C5) are presented in Table 1.

From this simulation, we observe that when SU 2

deploys the myopic strategy, SU 1 increases its own reward

by adopting advanced learning algorithms (from fixed

bidding strategy �fixed
i to best response learning based

bidding strategy �L1
1 ). On the other hand, SU 2 starts to

have an increased cost as SU 1 starts to deploy increasingly

advanced learning algorithms.

It is also worth noting that the improvement in video

quality for SU 1 in scenarios 1–4 comes from two parts:

one is the advanced bidding strategies, which allows the

SU to take into consideration more information about its

own states and the other SUs’ states and, based on this,

better forecast the impact of various actions; the other is
the increase in the amount of resources consumed by SU 1,

which corresponds to higher tax charged by the CSM, as

shown in Table 1.

F. Learning in Repeated Games
A simplification of the stochastic game is the case where

each SU has only one state. In this case, the stochastic game

is reduced to a repeated game. In this case, the policy for
each SU becomes the same as the action that each SU

selected. Thus, an SU only needs to update its belief about

the other SUs’ actions.

Table 1 Performance of SU 1 and 2 With Various Bidding Strategies by the Two Competing SUs
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1) Myopic Adaptation: In wireless communication, a
simple learning (or adaptation) method is myopic adapta-

tion, where the SU does not update its belief about the

other SUs’ actions. Instead, it maximizes its utility based

on the aggregated observation of other SUs’ actions during

the previous round of game, i.e.,

at;myopic
i ¼ arg max

at
i

Rt
i at

i;O at�1
�i

� �
;wt

� �
(36)

where Oðat�1
�i Þ represents the aggregated observation of

other SUs’ actions in time slot t � 1.

In power control games among WSTAs in interference
channels, the myopic adaptation has been proven to

converge to the Nash equilibrium point [37], which

generally leads to a lower system performance for the

user than the collaborative case, where a moderator will

compel the WSTAs to operate on the Pareto surface.

2) Simple Reinforcement Learning in Repeated Games: In

the reinforcement learning solution, an SU does not
need to know the actions of the other SUs. Hence, this

method is very suitable in a variety of repeated wireless

games, including the above-mentioned power control

games [31]. In this learning, the SU establishes a

preference for each action. The preference is updated

based on the utility that it obtains during the different

stages of the game, without trying to explicitly model the

other SUs’ actions. Then, based on its preference, the SU
determines a mixed action to perform during each time

slot. Formally, when adopting the reinforcement learn-

ing algorithm, SU i computes its best response mixed

action At
i as

At
iðaiÞ ¼


 �t
iðaiÞ

� �P
ai2Ai


 �t
iðaiÞð Þ (37)

where �t
iðaiÞ represents the preference of SU i choosing an

action ai at time slot t; 
ð�Þ is a nondecreasing positive

function (e.g., 
ðxÞ ¼ ex); and At
iðaiÞ is the mixed action.

When an action ai is adopted by SU i at time slot t, the

reward Rt
iðai; a�iÞ is obtained. This reward is used to

update the preference as follows:

�t
iðaiÞ ¼ �t�1

i ðaiÞ þ � Rt
iðai; a�iÞ � �t�1

i ðaiÞ
 �

(38)

where � is a update step size. An adaptive reinforcement

(AR) technique can also be implemented, in which an SU

can adapt its preference with various frequencies

corresponding to different learning speeds, based on a

cost–benefit tradeoff. A faster learning speed provides

more accurate belief updates [in (25)–(27)]; however, it
also requires a slightly higher computational cost and

higher private information feedback overheads associated

with the increased observations [in (23)].

3) Action-Based Learning in Repeated Games: In this

setting, an SU explicitly models the exact actions of other

SUs by directly exchanging information with other SUs

(i.e., It
�i) about their taken actions. In this case, fictitious

play and regret matching solutions can be used [36]. For

instance, SU i can adopt an adaptive fictitious play

algorithm, where it maintains a set of strategy vectors

at
�i½a�ijai� ¼ fat

j ½aj 2 Ajjai�; for all SUs j 6¼g for all possi-

ble actions ai 2 Ai, with at
j ½aj 2 Ajjai� representing the

estimated strategy of the other users j 6¼ given that SU i
took action ai at time slot t. The adaptive fictitious play

algorithm models the actions of other SUs j 6¼ as

At
jðajjaiÞ ¼


 �t
jðajjaiÞ

	 

P

aj2Aj


 �t
jðajjaiÞ

	 
 (39)

where �t
jðajjaiÞ represents the anticipating preference of

SU j’s choosing an action aj at time slot t, given that the
anticipator SU i takes an action ai. The preference can be

updated similarly as in the reinforcement learning case.

Moreover, adaptive versions of this action learning, which

we refer to as adaptive action (AA) learning, can also be

adopted, where an SU is modeling other SUs with different

accuracies in order to reduce the informational overhead

and the computational overhead. This is especially

important in the dynamic power/spectrum management
games, where the neighboring SUs can be classified by an

SU based on their impact on its utility. For instance, a

neighboring SU with a larger channel gain will have higher

impact on its utility.

G. Illustrative Results for Different Learning
Approaches in Repeated Games

Next, we show several illustrative results using the

learning schemes discussed in the previous sections in the

distributed power control repeated games. We assume that
five SUs (distinct transmitter-receiver pairs) are in the

network and share three frequency channels. Each user

can choose its power level from a set P ¼ f20; 40;
60; 80; 100g (mW). Hence, there are a total of 15 actions

for users to select. For the application layer parameters,

we set the average packet length Lv ¼ 1000 bytes, input

rate Rv ¼ 500 Kbps (�v ¼ Rv=Lv), and delay deadline

dv ¼ 200 ms for all the users.
Besides the AR scheme mentioned in Section IV-F2 and

the AA scheme mentioned in Section IV-F3, we also consider

the myopic best response without learning discussed in

Section IV-F1, which leads to a Nash equilibrium (NE). We
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select SU 1 to be the user who learns from the observed

information.

The results are presented in Table 2, where the reward
is defined as in (18). From the results, it is interesting to

see how the resulting reward of SU 1 improves when this

user starts learning (when using AA and AR scheme) as

opposed to the case that it is merely adopting a myopic best

response (when using NE scheme). Using the AA scheme,

users are able to exploit the spectrum more efficiently, due

to the ability that the users can better model the strategies

of other interference sources in the network. However,
this requires significant information overhead, which

results in a worse performance than using the AR scheme.

Note that although only SU 1 is learning, the average

reward of using interactive learning schemes outperforms

the myopic NE scheme. Thus, as discovered in [23], this

foresighted user benefits both itself as well as the overall

system performance.

H. Future Research Directions for Learning in
Communication Networks

Learning in games offers significant potential as a

paradigm for shaping the dynamic interactions of wireless

users and the resulting system efficiency [23], [38], [39].

As stated earlier, the majority of the research literature in

this topic was aimed at proving that different types of

equilibriums exist [21]. However, in wireless networks, the
focus is on constructing adaptive algorithms and protocols

that allow SUs to interact with each other based on their

knowledge level in order to improve their performance.

Accordingly, there are important research directions

remaining to be addressed to enable the SUs and the

wireless system to achieve the optimal performance. In

particular, typical assumptions on knowledge of utility

functions in multiagent learning are of the Ball or nothing[
type. That is, an agent either knows the utility function

fully or can only measure payoffs online. A middle ground

is the case where there is partial knowledge of the

functional form but subject to uncertain parameters that

may be estimated online (e.g., [39]). For instance, in the

discussed communication setting, users sharing the same
protocol have the same states and actions. The only

difference is that they experience different private

information. Thus, model-based learning approaches can

be deployed that take advantage of the fact that users in the

same protocol class adopt the same utility functions. These

methods allow a user to learn more effectively, since they

only need to learn the model parameters. Moreover, this

can be also extended to the case where both the parameters
and the models are unknown.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we provided a unifying framework for dynamic

multiuser spectrum access and strategic learning, which can

be used to architect next-generation algorithms and imple-

mentations for competitive, heterogeneous, and dynamic
cognitive radio networks. The presented framework can serve

as a guideline for designing spectrum access solutions that are

concerned with the tensions and relationships among

autonomous adaptation by secondary (unlicensed) users,

the explicit and implicit competition among these users, and

the interaction of these users with spectrum moderators

having their own goals (e.g., making money, imposing

fairness rules, ensuring compliance to FCC [1], etc.).
The proposed knowledge-driven framework can be

used to design efficient solutions for the usage of the

spectrum under a broad set of operating scenarios. These

scenarios include Bfresh[ spectrum, where all radios are

cognitive, interactions of cognitive radios with licensed

(nonadaptive, high-priority) users, and interactions of

cognitive radios with legacy radios in the ISM bands. This

framework provides incentives for the secondary users to
deploy advanced transmission strategies to effectively

gather information about the environment, learn from

on it, and, lastly, maximize their own performance.

Interestingly, our preliminary research [20], [23], [38],

[41] has shown that even though users act competitively,

this knowledge-driven approach to multiuser access may

actually improve the performance of all or at least a

majority of the users operating in the network.
We would like to note though that a large body of

research and development work will still need to take

place before such a knowledge-driven framework can be

implemented in practical systems. For instance, enhanced

online learning solutions that make optimal tradeoffs

between the resulting utility and implementation costs

need to be developed. Moreover, the various solutions for

both dynamic spectrum access and learning will need to be
tested in heterogeneous and highly dynamic cognitive

radio systems, where a variety of SUs are competing for

resources. Also, spectrum owners and wireless users will

need to decide whether to adopt centralized or distributed

solutions for managing the resources, whether they would

like to make money, what type of fairness rules they would

like to enforce, etc. Moreover, such solutions will also

Table 2 Simulation Results for Various Repeated Games, Using Different

Learning Techniques
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need to be developed for multihop cognitive radio
networks (see [41] for some preliminary results on this

topic).

Lastly, we believe that such cognitive radio networking

solutions, which are based on stochastic interactions

among users rather than the fixed, predetermined solutions

and regulations used in the current networks, will

ultimately lead to a new generation of cyberinfrastructures
and also next-generation applications, services, and intelligent

devices. Such solutions are especially necessary to ensure
the proliferation of delay-sensitive high-bandwidth multi-

media applications and services because these are most

impacted by the inefficient spectrum use. h
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